
 
 
16 September 2019 

 
To: The Prime Minister, Minister in Charge of Exiting the European Union, Duchy of Lancaster               
(Minister in charge of No Deal planning), Secretary of State for DCMS 
 
Re: UK-EU data flows in the event of a no deal Brexit 

 
We are writing further to the publication of the “Operation Yellowhammer” documents to express              
our concerns about the Government’s lack of preparedness for continuation of cross-border            
data flows in the event of a no deal exit from the European Union on 31 October 2019 or any                    
other date.  
 
The free flow of data between the UK and the EU is deeply important. Half of all UK trade in                    
services is enabled by cross-border data flows. 75% of the UK’s international data flows are to                
and from the EU and much of the UK’s economic activity is dependent on these flows. 46% of                  
UK exports are to the EU and services account for 49% of these exports.   1

 
In a no deal exit, the legal right to freely transfer personal data from the EU to the UK will                    
disappear overnight. Unless and until the European Commission issues a formal adequacy            
decision certifying that the UK’s legal framework meets the requisite standard for data             
protection, government - along with SMEs, charities, universities, public bodies and others - will              
have to put Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) in place in order to continue to receive and                
access personal data held in the EU. 
 
SCCs are burdensome, disruptive and costly: estimates suggest that the process costs in the              
remit of £10,000. The Government’s guidance to use SCCs leaves businesses and public             2

bodies out in the cold by encouraging risk assessments and legal advice but offering no other                
support. They are ultimately something the Government should be seeking to avoid, not             3
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